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I
It cannot be denied that Mr. 'Justice Holmes was one of the ~reatest

thinkers of all time. The consequences of his tbinking wlll never cease,
in his partIcular field. I shall presently sUi~est that the value of his
attitude is not thus restricted. But first let me briefly summarize tha~
attitude: "The life of the law fs not loglc: it is experience", he remarked
many years ago. The law, he insisted, "ca%lnot be dealt with as if it con-
tained only the axioms and cQrollarles of a book of mathematics." Often he
deplored the tendency to deal with law as if it were "a theological working
out of 'dogma." He saw that its only value is ttat it is "but a part of' t~e
lives of men." .Certitude", he asserted, "is_pot t.he test of certainty. We
have been cock-sure or many things that were not so." He warned against all
forms of "delusive exactness." And he used his knowledge of history in a
constructively sceptical manner, as "the first step of enll€htened scepticism",
in order to "burst inflated explanations." It "is re'Volting", he r-en-a r-ke d,
"to have no better reason for a rule of law than that so it was laid down in
the time of Henry IV. It is still more revolting if the grounds upon whicli it
was laid down have vanished long since, and t~e rule simply persists from
blind imitation of the past." He was always watchful of seeming certainty
that was only an illusion; for, as he put it, "certainty generally is
illusion. tI He wisely noted that "a.ll life is an experiment." And at the
bottom of all his thinking was this apho r-Lsm ; "To have doubted one's own
first principles is the mark of a civilized man."

Holmes awoke the legal profession - or soa.e of it - from i ts do~matlc
slumber. I suspect that the accountin~ profession needs a Holmes: that what
he said of law is, In lar~e measure, true of accountin~; that it needs to
Question ts own first principles, to ask whether much in acc~untin~ tllat
seems certain rests merely on a feeling of certitude, whether its apparently
precise symbols do not often actually conceal vagueness, whether many of its
rules and principles are accepted for no good present reason and persist
merely from blind imitation of the past.

I wish that I had the time and abilit~ to deve~op all the implications
of those comments, to discuss in detail the consequences for accountin~ of
the Holmesia~ outlook. But I v;ust content myself with a fraction of such an
undertaking, to question, and superficially, but a small portion of your first
principles. *

II

Every man is likely to over-emphasize and treat as fundamental those
aspects of life which are his peculiar daily concern. To most dentists, you
and I are, basically, but teeth surrounded by bodies. To most undertakers we
are incipient corpses; to most actors, parts of a potential aUdience; to most
policemen, possible criminals; to most taxi-drivers, fares. "The Ethiopians.,
wrot~ Xenophan, "say that their gods are snub-nosed and black-skinned, and the

* The views expressed in this paper are personal and are not to be ta1'er:
as the official attitude of the Securities and Exchan~e Commission.
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Thracians that theirs are blue-eyed and red-haired. If only oxen and horses
had hands and wanted to draw with their hands or to make the works of art that
men make, then horses would draw tte fi~ures of gods like. horses and oxen like
oxen, and would make their bodies on models of their own." Spinoza suggested
that if triangles had a god it would be a triangle. We make life in the image
of our own activities.

We are thus prone to neglect those aspects of life that do not immediatel~
concern our tasks and to over-emphasize those that do. And, too, we often lose
sight of the wider perspectives of our own jobs, for~et to relate our limited
function to the broader s~heme of things. There is "a tendency for the potter
to become the slave of his clay." I may be wrong, but, jUdl:1ingfrom the cor-
responding characteristics of my own profession [I am a lawyer] I surmise that
those who are engaeed in accounting sometimes forget to ask t hems elves just
what is the social function of their work.

Specialization has its virtues, but its faults as well. One recalls the
old story of the professor a-nd the guide in a canoe on a lake. "Have you
~tudied Latin or Greek?" asked the professor.

"No," answered the guide.

"Well," said the professor, "you have lost a quarter of your life.
Have you read history and poetry?"

"No," replied the £uide.

"Well, you've lost ano t.he r' quarter: of life," said the p z-o f'e ssor,

Just then the canoe upset and the guide shouted, "Can you swim?" to
which the professor blurbled, "No."

"W.ell," said the guide, "you've lost the wp.ole of your life."

Accountin~, of course, has multiple functions. As Walton Hamilton says,
"Accountancy is all things to all men. It is at once a picture, a scheme of
notation, a langual:1e,a technique, a ritual, an instrument and a social in-
stitution." Today, because, being an SEC Commissioner, I, too, am near-sighted,
I, want to discuss accQuntancy as a servant of the investor particularly the
investor in listed or registered securities. And I want to begin by suggesting
that the terminology and form of the accountant's report, unless its true
nature is made plain to him, can and often do mislead the wayfaring investor.

Like account.ancy, the law has vor-d s r 1'l'; rLr"s,:s tt'at r-r-om Lse
a precision which they cannot deliver words like "due pr~cess," "due care,"
"reasonable man," "prudent," "good faith." The sophisticated Lawye r- comes to
know these words for what they are: they create an appearance of legal uni-
formity and definiteness wrich, in truth, often does not exist. The same can
be said of much accounting terminology. "Depreciation" is that definite'?
Surely not. It is a f'ur.e t.Lon of several variables. One o f them is "cost."
Is "cost" an immutable thing? Not at all. A "reserve for cont.tng enc Les " is
surely not lacking in cQntingency.
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As in law, so in accountin~~ not only are many of the rules and
principles not fixed and certain, but the facts to which they _are applied,
in each particular ins~ance, are often matters about which reasonable men
can differ. For, frequently, those facts rest upon jUdg~ent, upon opinion.
And jud~ment and opinion are human and therefore fall.lble.

Of that t~e investor must be made aware. The arithmetical precision
of the balance sheet and the earning statement must not be allowed to delude
him; Holmes taught us that you can give any lawyer's conclusion a logical
form, but that that form should not deceive the client into i~noring the
frequently unavoidable inexactness of the lawyer's premises. And the.f.act
that t~e accountant uses exact fi~ures, down to a pen~y, should not deceive
the investor into believing that the facts symbolize~ by those exact fi~ures
are always themselves exact. The arithmetical form is a convenience, but
it often expresses somethin~ which is but, ~t best, a conjecture about
conjectu_res. Even we~e all aecountin~ If principles" as fixed as the north
star, they could not produce certainty, for the principles are only the
formal aspect of the business.. "T~e only use of forms," Holmes once said.
"is ~o present t~eir contents, just as t~e only use of a pint pot is to
present the beer ••••• and in~inite me~itation upon the pot will not ~ive
'you.the beer."

1 happen to be one of those lawyers who thinks it unwise to deceive
the ~ayman, to conceal from him the ineluctable uncertainties of le~al
opinions and of the workin~s of our legal institutions. T~ere are lawyers
who deem such candor unwise, who believe that it is better for the laity
th.atthey should not know too much about those inexactitudes. I concede
that there is some room for argument on that subje~t {althou~h I think
that my side has far the better of the ar~ument). But I can see no ~ood
argument for deceiving the investor as to the inherent n~certainties that
lie back ~f the prim and neat arithmetical facade of the accountant's report.

By its very nature, that report, unless well understood and inter-
preted, is at variance with reality. For 11'1the accountant's report, a
conti~uum is ~epresented by cross-section; a growin~ thin~ is picvured
as static. Instead of a motion picture, w~ ~et a snapshot, a "still."
A year's account is, in.and of itself, a fiction; it depicts £rozen motion,
an organism as if it were inorganic, a flowin~ stream as if it were a rane
of ~lass. The year, at best, is an arbitrary and artificial mc~sure which.
may falsify the trend of events in a business. And to reflect even that
year by a calculus of conditions at one moment of that year is indeed io
indulge in artificiality.

And that artificiality is especially pronounced if you agree with me
on this point: So far as the inv~stor, in t~e corporations whose securi-
tl~s are listed or registered, is concerned, accountanc~, in ~y opinion,
s~ould have but one ultimate objective to disclose the reasonably
prospective net ea~in~ power of the enterprise •. [1 want to italicize
the word "ultimate" else my meaning may be entirely misunderstood]

..
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){ore and more, in divers situtations, this not Lor, is emer6ing: The
ultimately eontrollin~ fact 3ffe~ting the investcr in suer companies is
nothin~ more or less than ~hat re4sonably rrospective net earning pow~r.
That in ewp otnt. needs many qual i j i ca t s on s , I concede. )jut because it has, to
date, not been i~ven sur t i c vent: '/(,'ei6ht, I van t de l vber at e l y to oue r-
emph as i e e ~t and t h e reb y concentrate treater at t en t i on upon it., :.'oreven the
qua L! fied acceptance of H.at idea has been slow. Only a few years ago, it
was still heresy in the field of corporate reorganizations. Recently its
reco;nition has grown rapidly and it is now almost univer~ally adopted by
commissions and courts dec.lin~ witil such reorganizations.,

As our ~ommission &~id last year, "for purFoses of :eorganization .~•• 
earning power becomes in the final 'analysis a ~aramount criterion •••• Valua-
tion for rate making purposes is not the same. There the question is how
much the utility will be allowed to earn -- if it can. Here the question is
how much can it earn -- even if allowed." And some two months ago we said,
in a -reorbanizaticn case, that "r.u ch considerations as book values, original
or historical costs and reproduction cost new less depreciation, in .deter-
minin~ the value of productive prcperty, are generally of evidentiary signifi-
cance only insofar as they bear 1.1I-0nt he question of earnln5 rower." We added
that "consideration must frequently be given to historical or original cos t,
and reproduction cost new less depreciation. not because ttey are standards
of value for reor~anization purpose&, but because they bear on fut~re earn-
ing, particularly in instances in wbich they ':ireret:ulated by rate making
bodies." In other contexts t han r-e or-g an Laat Lon the Supreme Court ~as said
that "Th e commercial value of pr-ope rt y consists in the ex pect at.Lon of income
from it"; and that "the v al.ue of property, generally speaking, is determined
by its productiveness -- the pr-of'Lt.s which its use bring::;to the owners."

That standard. as tl:e ultimate standard, is equally valid in all fields
where the investor. s interests ,are involved. It is based upon the under-
lying concept of the economic order in which we live: Ours is a profit econ-
omy; wherefore the worth of trin~s, in the business world, is measured by
their cap acLty to yield profits. And that means earnir:tis. To be sure ..some
men buy property havin~ no present earning power, with the expectation of
sellin~ at a higLer price; the capital eiains, not earnings, a.re then the pro-
fits they anticipate. gut. in last analysis, the hi~her sale price they ex-
pect will be paid on Ly because the buyer assumes that tJ-.epr-ope r-t.y bas a
potential earning rower wticb, if capital:zed, will egual t~a~ pric~. So
that a profit economy necessarily Ln.pLl cat es f'or eseeab Le e-arninis as the
ultimate yardstick.

Approaching accountancy wit~ that end in mind cO~Iels reorientation.
The profit and loss st atemen t plainly and directl,}'ser-ve s t.bat end. Jut
everythin~ else, that accountants do L~~d, I mi~ht ~dd, much that some occount-
ants fai 1 to do] takes on new m~a.nings: :'he balance s~!eet becomes useful
primarily insofar as it serves as tte effecti~e mea.ns of estimatinb future
earn!ng capacity. rhe rroperty account, the surFl~s, the ~eserves, the cur-
rent position all are tocls of vat.al ilTi!,ortance,but tools to be used by
the investor in determining f'u t ur e net ear-n Lnj s ,

* Once mo re , recall t at 1 air. d e tie rat ly (.lve r--e mph as tZH1ci-'.
)
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To those who have not reflected much on that subject, such an idea will
raise many questions. What, for instance, shall we say of tne "value" or
"cost" of the company's properties? I wish that I had the time to go into
those questions at great length. All that I can 'say here is the following:
I know of no word which is more ambiguous and which has caused more fruit-
less discussion than.the word "value~. But "value- for the investor, I
sUbmit, is ultimately determined by the expectation of future earning power.
To be sure, there is "liquidation value". But, when it comes to the liqui-
dation of most large corporations, one of two things happens: (1) either
the property is sold to someone who buys, havin8 in mind what he can ~et
for the property, which in turn has reference to what someone will be ab~e
to.make the property earn; or (2) the property i~ not sold and the company
is reorganized in which event the several classes of investors (bond-
holders, other creditors and stockholders) receive new securities i~ amount
and of a kind measured by the value of the property in terms of its reason-
ably anticipated earnings. And so of the cost of the company's property:
Certainly one of the most important immediate purposes of accounting is to
show that cost whether it be the original cost or the cost at t~e time
the company acquired it, or some other cost. But why does the i~vestor
want ~o y.now the cost? Because th~t knowLedge will be useful to him in
making an es~imate of what the company's property can and probably will
yield. - that is, its ear~ing power. It has been said - and it cannot be
said too often that one of the ~ost impQrtant functions of accounting is
to disclose to investors what the manQQement has dpne with the capital en-
trusted to it, and with the earnings d~rived from that capital. In that ~ay
the investor learns, in par~, the ch~racter of the management. Eut why does
the investor want to know that fact? So that he may judge what the property
of the cOffipany,in the hands of that management" will yield by way of earnings,
and so that, in some instances, if he be an existing investor, he may take
steps to oust an incompetent or dishonest management which, if not o~sted,
may seriously injure the future earning ~ower of his investment. In for.ing
such.judgments, the investor wants to know, among other things, the full
truth about how much the company has earned and whether too much or too little
of its past earnings have been distributed by wa¥ of dividends. For what he
wants to know is not merely the future earning power, but how much of the fu-
ture earnings will and should be available for distribution by way of ~ividends.

Value, thus conceived, is capitalized earning power. Cost has its sig-
nificance as a check on the stability of future earnings: The ori~inal cost,
or the cost of reproduction or replacement, of a power plant in the middle of. .the American desert has little bearing on its value vis-a-vis earning power.
[Let me qUickly add these parenthetical words of caution: In st~essing earn-
ing power I am not to be taken as in any way approving the practice of "re-
valuing" the property by settin~ up on the books, in the property account,
as the "value" or "cost" of the property, especially in the absence of any
arm's length sal~, the capit~lization of anticipated earnin~s, a practice
which did much to impede the progress of many utility companies, with grave
injuries to their investors.J* '

* The relation of past and prospective earnings to the issuance of new securi-
ties of utility companies raises many difficult questions. The interest of
the consumer there looms large. See, for instance, in the matter of Public
Service Company of Colorado, S.E.C. Ho~dinB Company Act Release No. 1701
decided Augbst 28, 1939, and in the Matter of Central Illinois Electric and
Gas Company, Selease ~o. 1592, decided June 21, 1939.
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"Dfte~inine .the future net earnin~s," I said~ See how I have taken
over, ~libly, the langua~e of exactitude. Surely that .is mtsleadin~ verbiage.
No one can'~ake such a determination. All tha~'one can do is to conj~cture,
to surmise _ to guess. And that is true not only.beeause "net earnin~s"
is a relatively vague term _ Involv1n~, as it aoes, fallible'judgments-a~
to depr-ec Lat-Lon,bad debts and other t.tems but, far more important,- because
the past is no infa~lible gUide to the future except to an Omniscient Being,
who knows all the events of the past and .corr~ctty iftterprets ~heir meanln~
for the future. No man either knows all past. events or is,able thus to
interpret them: no man can, therefore, with sur~ty, predict the fu~ure.
There are too many incaleulables: A highly profitable business,. with p'lauts
haVing a hu~e original and ~eplacement cost, and'~hieh have been prudently
depreciated, with an excellent current position and a modest ratio of lon~
term debt to assets suoh a business may become bankrupt within five or
ten years because of a new device at this minute being invented by some un_
known bright ioung man. Who knows what technological' chariges, subversive
of the earnings of a prosperous indust~y, may be now beginning its life
cycle? Suppose that the work of pbysicists in breakin~ down the atom yields
startling new sources of cheap energy. See what the automobile and impToved
roads have done to the 'railroads and dozens of other industries. Indeed a
wise man has remarked that the inventors of the auto~obile have had more
influence than Caesar, Napoleon and Ghengls Khan.' [That remar.kmust be
revised when one remembers that Ghengls Khan brought to Europe the Chinese,
inventions of printing and the compass, two of the most effective factors
~n the breaking down of feUdalism and the develop~ent of western culture.]
Thousands of acres of cheap land became immensely valua~le b~cause the .
internal combustion engine made oil indispensable. Think what would happen
to those values and to the entire oil 'industry if someone shOUld discover
a commercially practicable and cheap means of converting corn stalks into
an effective motor fuel.

It is said t.hata banker once defined invention as that 'which makes
his securities unsecure. And well he mi~ht. "Rayon," says Ogburn~ "has
helped to imperil the cotton kin~dom and a textile industry which brought
'on the industrial revolution." What chan~es will artificial fibres produce
before many years elapse? ~\'ho~.r.owsthe !Utl.1r':' itrlustrialcczsequerces of "tray
agriCUlture"? Cloistered mathematical geniuses, Galileo, Kepler and
Descartes, are the.true fathers of modern industrial civilization. The
moder~ scientist may revolutionize it. Who can foretell what will be the
results of the industrial applications.of Einstein's formulations?

Factors which are inherently impossible to weign and measure and
therefore to estimate in advance n.ay , t. he n , Upset a w~ll-thought
out bUsiness forecast. And yet, we often blithely assume that the present
trend of a company.s earnings will continue indefinitely. We speak with
assurance of a bond issue as conservative because the interest has been
and is now being earned three times. In an era where chan~e. not perma-
nence, is the norm, where the one certainty is that there is no certainty,

)
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we capitalize earnings which have been stable in the past as if they were
sure to be stable forever more. We thus project the impermanent present
into an imaginary permanent future. At the bottom of many of our "sound"
investment judgments is a fiction -- a "let's pretend" -.. the assumption,
that profits, made by mortal man, possess immortality. We are thus fre- .
quently, the victims of an illusion -_ of the permanence of the transitory.
No investment is absolutely safe or sound; "safety" and "soundness" are
relative, not absolute terms, The truth is that profits are subject to
hundreds of incalculables which neither accountants, nor anyone else. can
foresee. Future earning power, and therefore "value," are, I repeat, a
prediction, a guess. But that euess should be ~n educated ruess.

When I say that, I do not mean, of cour~e, that, because complete
certainty ~n accounting is lackin~, there is or must be complete uncer-
tainty. The accountant's perforroance lies between those polar extremes.
To paraphrase what I've said elsewhere: No one but a fool rejects the
possibility of reducing uncertainty as far as possible because it can~ot
be completely obliterated -- just as no sane man will turn his back on
all physic~ans merely because the flesh is heir to many diseases for which
no cure has been, and in all likelihood will ever be, discovered by
the medical p~oression. The perfectionist will not be satisfied by any
such interme~iate p~sition. But life is hard for the perfectionist,
everywhere. The insane asylum, and not any part of the ordinary walks
of life, is th~ place for perfectionists and those adults who demand
complete freedom from uncertainties. We are but mortal, and contin~ency
is the essence of mortality. Only in the grave do we escape it. Almost
all thinking is based on mere probabilities, not on guarantees: even the
physicist today employs the Principle of Uncertainty or Indeterrninancy.
To ask for complete and absolute exactitude, at all points in accounting,
is absurd.

with that in mind, i~ appears that there can be such a thin~ as exces~
sive emFhasis on the importance of the accountant's task.' That over-emphasis
is unfair both to the accountants and to the public. It tends to create the
impression that the accountant's report will tell the investor all that he
needs to know in forming a jUdgment as to the worth of an investment. Ac-
countants thus need to be both more modest -- that is, to indicate more
adequately the restricted function of their work -- and at the same time, to
be more~conscientious and exacting in the performance of their liroited
fun<1tion.

To illustrate: An adequate accounting job should furnish much data
showing t~e history ot the company's earnin~~. But that earnin~ history,
over any given period of year~, needs interpretation, for its significance
will vary from industry to industry.
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The accountant, that is, supplies sore of the materials for, sone of the
ingredients of. the investor's J~d~ment. The ingredients,he supp!!es should,
therefore, be as pure as possible; but the Inv:estor's jUdgme.x>t('orthat of
his advisers) cann~t be compounded solely of those ingredients, .nor can the
accountant be asked to do the work of the Investment'analys~. It is, accord-
ingly-,essenti~l to emphasize the importance of good accounting, but a mistake
to over-emphasize it to tJ;1eexclusion of many other factors.' I distl.nctly'do
not mean that the acco~ntant is to forecast future earnings. I do mean that
he should give ~reater re~ognition tO,the fact that the principal interest of
the investor and his advisers is future prospects -- earnings.

In s~, I do not mea~ that the present financial ~tatements should be
replaced by earnin~s forecasts. But I do mean that financial statements in-
tended for investors should be,designed w,ith a view t.otheir ultimate use in
appraising earnings prospects. That.should be 'the focus of the accountant's
attention in preparin~ reports for investors •.

It may very well be -- I am suggesting ttis for your conSideration
th,atthe present balance sheet which attempts on .two pa~es, with som~ a.e-
companyi»g explanatory notes or tables, to desc~ibe a vast busine~s enter~
prise, c~ot at the same time meet a~l of the varied demands made upon
modern accountancy.* It is possible that our all-purpose balance sheet can-
not faithfully serve all of its many ma~ters the diver~ent and'sometimes
conflictin8 iBterests of creditors, stockholder$, mana~ement, tax coll~ctors,
the regulatory agencies. Would it not be feasible to construct'"slngle pur-
pose" balance sheets and possibly income statements which would reflect the
enterprise in the terms and categories which would best serve particulat pur-'
poses and the~ in a separate column make the necessary reconciliation between .it
the various statements? Or, the all-purpose historical balance sheet might be
made more meaningful to the investor by supple~enting it with a special-pur-
pose flnancial statement designed to serve the particular interests of the
investor. For although educated prophecy needs sound history, it needs more
~tan that -- it needs history presented and explained in the light of the
specific .prediction that must be made.

Because I am a lawyer, I inevitably compar-e the work of.the accountant
with that of the lawyer. Now I know that a lawye~'s opinion is in many cases
merely an educated guess. ~dvising a client as to his right's under a pro-
posed contract or mortga~e or 'lease means that the lawyer is predicting --
that is, 6uessing -- what ~ill happen to his client in some future law suit,
should one arise. In making that guess, the lawyer must assume the present
and future existence of lTlanyfacts. The very word" fact" covers a multitude
of contingencies. [A book could be written on the job of the lawyer, stress-
ing that point: indeed, 've ~itten and published one such book, -and , before
long, hope to pUblish another.] The lawyer's guess, then, cannot be infalli-
ble. But he owes the obligation to reduce to a minimum the elements of un-
certainty on which he bases his advice. The obli~ation of the accountant
is of a somewhat similar character.

* Without necessari ly expressin~ complete approval of their entire thesis,
I would like to commend the brilliant article on accounting by Maurice C.
Kaplan and Daniel H. Reauith, 48 Yale Law Journal, 935 (AFr!l, 1939). )
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And one custom of lawyers should certainly be imitated by ~ccountants:
¥.hen a lawyer gives an opinion as to the title of,real estate, he states ,in
his opinion that he has based it on an examination of certain abstracts o£
title. I,f'any of those abstracts are of questionable worth, his opinion so
states. If there are any relevant matters that he has not examined or con-
sidered, he .says so; if there are doubt~ which he has not resolved, he so ad-
vises his c~ient. If his conclusion is based on certain assu~ptions of £act
or theory; he.indicates how alternative assuMptions will affect the result.
Knowin~ the basis and the limitations of the tawyer's opinion, the client can
mor-e accurately judge th'ehazards of his venture.

It is a function of the financial statement also to supply b~sic
m at.er IaI for making at: 'educated 15uess. Prf~cisely t.1~CD.llSe the unknows,
abIes are many, all th~ knowables should within reason be thoroughly
explained and fairly and fully disclosed. That ~uch ~he financial statement
can and should do. "Or, if in any particulars this has not been done, the
flnanci~l statement shoUld.be so drawn as to make this unmistakably clear.
Judgment and discretion, of course, play important roles in the selection of
a particuiar method of accounting to be followed and also in the allocation of
specific i~ems and transactions into one accountin~ category or another. For
e~ample. the particular inventory method used r.asas you kno~ an important
effect on the net iocome reported for the year. Without disclosure of the
partiCUlar method, educated guessin~ is impeded. As George O. M~y once
pointed 'out, an investor "cannot give the sau.eweight to profits of cOD"panies
in the same business without knowin{Swl'ether the proflts to which their c~l-
culations 'were applied have been computed on the sa~e basis or how great the

,effect of a difference in method mlgbt be." In "theestablishment of allow- .
a~ces for depreciation and amortization for bad debts and contingencies, jUd~-
ment and discretion ar.eclearly of paramount imrortance. The financial state-
ments filed with us are. as you know, required to explain the methods followed
in their preparation wherever those ~ethods. generally speakin~. would have a
si~nificant effect on the computation of earnings. We also seek to re~uire
sufficient breakdown of infor~ation in those statements to disclose the fields
in which jUdgment'and discretion play the most important roles so that they
may be given appropriate weight.

I'have been spea}:ing'of the probLems of accountancy, of the work of a.
profession which embraces both the c0ntroller and the public accountant.
The coI:'trcllerhas assumed sieni ficant responsibilities and duties, however,
which are wholly independent of the outside auditor. Because of your intimate
knowledge of your company's accounting problems and organization you are asked
to participate i~ or decide ~uestions involving operating statistics, budgets,
costs, taxes, preparation of financial reports to stockholders, governmental
aeencies and re~ulatory commissions. In view of your position, the investing
pUblic ~as~ necessarily, co~e to rely to a ~reater extent than ever before on
the work for which you are responsible. Consequently, the scope of your re-
sponsibility and autr.ority is i~rortan~. Unless to your position as
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controller there is given an appropriate measure of independence and re-
sponsibility, the value of your services to your company, and, therefore, of
course to the investors in your company, may be lessened. With this in mind,
I heartily favor the recommendation of one of your committees that the fUnc-
tions and responsibilities of the con~roller, as an officer. be specifically
defined in the corporate by-laws. \V'hilea recital of that sort never, alone,
insures conscientious and efficient performance, yet such recognition should
aid in strengthening your position as a responsible official. As a respon~
sible officer you will be better able to integrate the management's account-
ing with a view to makin~ it an effective tool for the faithfUl recordation
of the facts of the company's business.

But accounting by manag~ment, for reasons which you know, requires a
check which is furnished by the independent accountant. Of course, as the
Commission has recognized in a r.ecent opinion, ~he independent accountant is
a check and not a substitute for accounting by mana~ement. By this check
much can be done to protect the investor a~ainst the continuance of
dishonest and inept, manag erent , It is one of tt e rr any v aLus d cor.tri-
butions of'my distinguished predecessor, .now,. Mr. Justice Douglas, that he
focused attention on t.he fact that men are at least as important as assets in
the efficient functioning of a business; that stupid or crooked management on
the one hand, and wise and alert management on the other, can break or make
the business.

One thinks at once of a recent notorious case, in which crooked manage-
ment went o~ for years, undetected by the auditors. Vithout here passing on
the merits of the work done by them in the Ifrht of accounting standards then
prevailing [for I want to indulge in no tlindsi~ht jUdgllients], it may fairly
be said that from that case we nay derive these observations as to s~andards
which, should hereafter be applicable: Accountants should not undertake to
make a report unless, befqre doing so, they have become sufficiently familiar
with the business of the company to give them a background for their work, a
basis for determining of what their work must consist and a 'basis~or apprais-
in~ the company's operations. Those in charge of the audit should have had
adequate business experience and should inform themselves generally as to the
industry so as to ma ke pertinent comparisons of the company under exaru na t Lon
with the industry as a whole. One of the important factors they must consider
is the reliability of the company's own internal accounting and auditing 'pro-
cedure. In dpin~ so, they should be greatly concerned not only with the blue-
prints of the system of internal check and control, the purported system, --
but also with the system that is in actual operation, with the systev. in ac-
tion and not merely on paper. Consideration of these factors is necessary in
determining the character that their examination ~ust take. Finally, the
examination made ought not to exclude from its scope the management of the
company. In this sense, auditing procedure is as important as the application
of apFropriate accounting principles, ~ipce ua~appy experience has underlined
the obvious in showing that unless the principles are applied to authentic
and accurately reported transactions, the results are false.
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As to the final report prepared by the accountant, you will recall my
earlier analogy to my own profession. As I said, a lawyer's opinion refers
to any pertinent matters which he has not examined or considered or to any
doubts which he has not resolved. Somewhat the same philosophy should be
applied by the accountant in his certificate, at least in respect to de-
partures from audit procedures normally followed for the purpose of pre-
senting comprehensive and dependable financial statem-nts.

Without in any way indicating what the applicable law and morals may
have been in the past, I sug~est that the McKesson and Robbins case -- or
perhaps I should call it the Musica case -- raises, for the future, certain
que$tions with respect to corporations whose securities are listed or
registered. In voicing the following questions I am not to be understood
as answerin~ them, but merely as putting them up for discussion. Further-
more, I want to emphasize that 'my concern is with the future, not with the
past.

Whi,le the co~troller serves not only the management but the stock-
holders, should not the accountant serve the manaRement and the stockholders
and the bondholders and other creditors? And should not the accountant
serve not merely the existing stockholders and bondholders and creditors,
but all future tnvestors? In 16ge an En~lish court, in exculpating an ac-
countant, said that he is "not bound to be a detective or ••• to approach
his work with suspicion." The question is whether, beginning in October,
1939, we should not say that the accountant tS bound to be suspicious, that
he tS bound to be a sort of detective for present and for future investors.
They look to him to furnish information to gUide their judgment. Should
not the purpose of detection of fraud or carelessness be an important part
of his work? Should not accour.tancy, in that sense, become three-dtmenstonal7
Should the auditor not, with respect to investors, be in much the same posi-
tion as the bank examiner with respect to the depositors of a mutual savings
bank? The officers of a bank do not resent the suspicion of bank examiners.
The business of the bank examiners is to be suspicious. Competent officers
of a bank do not fear that suspicion. wny should the decent, intelligent,
honest management of a great corporation res~nt it if the accountant, in
examining the corporation on behalf of the investors, constantly keeps a
weather-eye open to suspicious circumstances? It may be that we are reaching
the time when there should be a new emphasis on the Publtc aspects of the
Publtc accountant's work. Perhaps, it will before long be recognized that he
is,.indeed, a quasi-public official.

---000---
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